
Property #500 

144 Springfield Point Wolfeboro, NH 03894 

The darling of all Lake Winnipesaukee homes, this trendsetter is fit for a king, or president for that matter. France’s 

own Nicolas Sarkozy stayed here proving that we Americans have good taste after all. Classic textiles drape the 

windows, furniture and bedding. The view, the beach and privacy are to die for and so is this house. If 23,000 square 

feet and award winning accolades from Boston’s NECN don’t do it for you, perhaps the Xbox room will. We all 

have our obsessions after all. 

Property #501 

461 South Main Street Wolfeboro, NH 03894 

Most siblings exclaim “No fair!” when faced with the prospects of bunking together on vacation, especially three of 

them. But they haven’t seen this place yet. Kids will be begging mom and dad to go to bed early just so they can 

grab the top bunk in the downstairs hideaway. It is very cool and the ultimate campout. Pretend you are in a 

submarine, or tucked away on your own adventure. Grownups, there is plenty for you as well with upstairs 

triangular water views afforded by floor to ceiling chalet windows. The wraparound deck beckons one and all. We 

feel the need to ring for an aperitif.   

Property #502 

426 Sewall Road Wolfeboro, NH 03894 

Asian influence meets tree fort with open, raw wood beams supporting the walls and ceiling of this looker. A rock 

encased archway greets visitors, and shoji doors separate guest areas yet imply openness for one and all. Are you at 

the lake or travelling abroad? The imagery pleads for you to remove your shoes and sip tea from fine boned china, 

but then contemplate, “Shall I climb the tree branches instead? You decide. It’s Treemoondus in every way. Water 

views, sandy beaches, and plenty to check out here.  

Property # 503 

2 Christian Cove Road Tuftonboro, NH 03853 

Can you guess how many windows are in the front of this house, come on take a guess, it’s a bit like the jelly bean 

jar from grade school. Take bets while lounging on your private beach, then relax in the comfort of your sleeping 

quarters, they are so divine. The alcove in the master oozes book club participants to get comfy with the latest Jane 

Green novel. But don’t be a hermit. Enjoy sunset dinners on the patio and excursions from the u-shaped dock, that’s 

where all the action is at this getaway. 

#504 

8 Chipmunk Lane Tuftonboro, NH 03816 

No girl wants to be the perpetual bridesmaid, better known as the modern day step-sister. Uncover this hidden jewel 

on Mirror Lake. There is no wicked witch here taunting from a dusty mirror, just a hidden loveliness in true lake 

fashion from the ruffled bed skirts to the plump chairs with their floral slipcovers. We see a bridesmaid dress in the 

making here. This is what camp life was meant to be.   

 


